authors find answers to these relevant questions prior to submission.
We don't fully know what can be reliably or reasonably measured yet, but questions might include:
• How long do editors take to decide whether a paper is suitable for publication?
• How long until an article appears in the journal, and will it publish online in advance of print?
• How many reviewers did the journal consult?
• Does the journal really conduct peer review?
• Did the editors synthesize the reviewers' comments into a clear decision?
• Do the editors provide helpful guidance about how to improve the manuscript for publication?
• What is the quality of the journal's production values?
• Is it really copyedited or merely spell-checked?
• Is the article's layout and design appealing; does it make the article easy to read?
• Are there word count, citation, and figure/table limitations?
• How much effort does the journal (read: publisher) put into making its articles discoverable by readers?
• What indexing services does it employ?
• Does it promote articles in the press, via social media, or among the research community?
The answers to those questions-and many moreinfluence an author's overall publishing experience and the attention and recognition their article receives. Finding this information is surprisingly challenging. One can find whitelists of journals that adhere to certain publishing principles, Though we can't promise authors they'll be the next Cake Boss, we intend to arm them with the tools they need to make smart choices for their manuscript submissions. Stay tuned, and we shall keep you apprised as our work evolves.
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